~nano:TECH- GTi Board

PC Accelerator for 4.77 MHz
IBM compatible PCs

* Give your tired PCs a new lease of life!
* Simple add-in board does not take up an
expansion slut

* Speed improvement

at least 50%, in
many pes as much as 95%

* Turbu on/off switch for immediate
return to original working speed
* Three speed options to suit the vast
majority of 4.77MHz 8088-based PCs
* Two utility programs supplied which

may enable further improvements by
adjusting memory refresh cycles

* SPEEDTST

benchmark utility supplied
to assess speed increase

* Does not affect Real Time Clock

* Available with V20 processor

at £39.95
plus postage and VAT, or without V20
processor at £35.95 plus postage and
VAT
MIPS

This means that, for many of the day-to-day office tasks where PCs are used, you will
be able to increase productivity without investment in new equipment. Alternatively, if
you are increasing your PC user base, you may be able to fill the need with an older
PC brought back into service. The NanoTECH GTi board helps you manage PC
resources effectively, ensuring that top performance machines are released for the
most demanding tasks, without sacrificing performance on the less demanding ones.
The Nano TECH GTi board improves the performance of a PC in a number of ways.
Firstly, the 8088 chip is replaced by an upgraded processor, the V20 (included with the
board). This gives a typical performance gain of 10-15% in its own right, but is really
there to pave the way for other improvements because of its more efficient instruction
handling and bus management. Secondly, the GTi board increases the clock speed of
the whole PC. Three possible clock speeds from 6.144 to 8 MHz are available,
selected by simply moving a jumper link on the board. Many systems will operate at
the maximum 8 MHz, but for those that do not, the two slower speeds still offer a
useful speed improvement. A turbo switch (external to the PC) is provided for
convenient return to 4.77 MHz for any reason.
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The NanoTECH GTi board is an inexpensive way to breathe new life into your tired
4.77 MHz IBM and fully compatible pes, bringing their performance up towards that of
more recent 80286-based machines.
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Thirdly, a utility disk supplied with the board provides two programs, SPEEDUP and
SETDMA, that may enable users to get further performance improvements by
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adjusting memory refresh cycles and delays. Modern memory chips require far lees
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IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.

Finally, a benchmark program, SPEEDTST, enables users to obtain a measurement of
the improvement. SPEEDTST measures the conventionaI4.77MHz
8088 PC at 1.0;
with the GTi board installed, SPEEDTST gives 1.5 at the slowest speed setting, and
1.95 at the fastest, equivalent to a speed rating of O.5MIPS. The graph on the left
shows a curve for performance gain versus additional cost of enhancement.

The NanoTECH GTi board including the V20 processor costs £39.95 plus VAT and postage, but for purchasers who have already installed a V20, the GTi
board is available without the V20 at £35.95 plus VAT and postage. Payment: Please enclose cheque with order payable to Nanosecond Technology Ltd.

Nanosecond Technology Ltd· 344-6 High Street· Cottenham·

Cambridge·

CB4 4TX· Tel: (0954) 51455

--~-----------------------------------------------------------------------To: Nanosecond Technology Ltd, 344·6 High Street, Cottenham, Cambridge CB4 4TX Tel: (0954) 51455, Fax: (0954) 51466
Please supply
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NanoTECH GTi Boards with Y20 processor

I NanoTECH

GTi Boards without Y20 processor

-,-----

@ £39.95
@ £35.95
Goods total

Discount 10% for any mix order quantities 10-19, 15% for 20+
Net value

r---------------------------------------~----~
Please despatch to:
Name ....
Organisation
Address

Add carriage and packing, per order
Total excl.VAT
Add VAT at 15% *
Payment enclosed

Postcode

Tel

* or

at current standard rate if different
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